
A New Hough Transform for the Detection ofArbitrary 3-Dimensional ObjectsJohn Mc Donald and David VernonDepartment of Computer Science, National University of Ireland,Maynooth, Ireland. Email: johnmcd@cs.may.ieAbstract. The existing Generalised Hough Transform, although alteredto cater for scaling and rotation of the object in the plane, fails to detectthe object under rotations out of the plane. This is due to the lack of 3-dimensional information contained in the 2-dimensional template image.In this paper we present a new Hough Transform, known as the SurfaceNormal Hough Transform (SNHT), which using a suitable 2-dimensionalsurface representation, transforms a set of surface normals to a surfaceparameter space. The e�ect of the SNHT is to map point sets represent-ing a surface in the input space, to a peak in the parameter space. Thecoordinates of this peak parameterise the given surface and hence allowfor pose invariant object detection and localisation.Keywords: 3-D Computer Vision; Hough Transform; Pose InvariantObject Detection; Surface Registration.1 OverviewIt is generally accepted that the main aim of computer vision is to realise anadaptive system which is capable of navigation within, and interaction with, the3-dimensional world. This interaction is facilitated through the interpretation ofvisual information received from some imaging devices. In order to achieve thisgoal, some robust method(s) for segmenting objects in images from the perceivedbackground is required.The Generalised Hough Transform (GHT) [1, 5] is a technique used to lo-cate arbitrary curves in images, based on a 2-dimensional template. Given thistemplate, the �rst stage of the computation is to build an internal representa-tion of the curves it contains. This representation is based on the position andorientation of each edge point with respect to some reference point. Using thisrepresentation, the GHT then looks for similar con�gurations of edge points inother input images. If such a con�guration is found to exist, the template objectis said to be localised, upon which the subsequent segmentation of the objectfrom the background is trivial.Although this technique has been altered to cater for variation in object scaleand object orientation, at present it is not capable of handling variation in objectTo be published in Proc. of the Optical Engineers Society of Ireland and the IrishMachine Vision and Image Processing Joint Conference, 1998



pose. That is, the rotation of the object out of the image plane. This is due tothe fact that our only representation of the object is generated from a singleedge-detected 2-dimensional projection, and therefore contains no informationregarding 3-dimensional structure.In this paper we redress this problem. Here it is proposed that by extend-ing the space of the template image from IR2 to IR3, as well as altering thetechnique for generating the template representation, a new type of represen-tation which takes the 3-dimensional nature of the object into account may beconstructed. Since the GHT is a two staged approach, i.e. (i) the model extrac-tion and de�nition stage, and (ii), the Hough transform or localisation stage,it will be necessary to alter the second stage su�ciently to allow for this newrepresentation.Section 2 gives a formal introduction to the Hough transform and describesthe necessary mathematics for what is to follow. In Sect. 3, the stages necessaryto compute the existing 2-dimensional GHT are outlined. This is accompanied bya description of techniques for achieving orientation and scale invariance in theGHT (Sect. 3.2). Section 3.3 identi�es the limitations of the GHT and justi�esthe necessity for its extension.The proposed strategy to be used in extending the technique to cater for 3-dimensional objects is outlined in Sect. 4. This paper concludes with a discussionon the material presented (Sect. 5).2 The Hough TransformThe Hough transform (HT) [2, 4] is a technique which, using some curve rep-resentation, transforms a set of points de�ned over the image space to a set ofpoints de�ned over some parameter space (known as Hough space).Points in Hough space represent particular instances of the curve in theimage. Therefore, the strategy used by the HT is to map sets of points from aparticular instance of the considered curve, i.e. the template curve, to the pointrepresenting the curve in Hough space and, in e�ect, cause a peak to occur atthat point. Once each point in the image plane has been considered, the Houghspace is searched for the peak of maximum height. The coordinates of this peakin Hough space give the parameters which de�ne the curve in the image plane.Equations (1) and (2) de�ne such a mapping. Here H() denotes the appli-cation of the Hough transform, H(p1; : : : ; pm) denotes the parameter or Houghspace, I(x1; : : : ; xn) denotes the image space, and C denotes the set of curvepoints in I . The � function evaluates to 1 if the Hough transform of the curvepoint (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) transforms to the parameter point (p1; p2; : : : ; pm), andthe function evaluates to 0 otherwise. So, the Hough space,H(p1; p2; : : : ; pm) = X(x1;x2;::: ;xn)2C �(x1; x2; : : : ; xn; p1; p2; : : : ; pm) (1)



where, �(x1; x2; : : : ; xn; p1; p2; : : : ; pm) =8<:1 if H(I(x1; x2; :::; xn)) =(p1; p2; : : : ; pm)0 otherwise: (2)It can be seen from the above equations that the value of a point in Hough spacecorresponds to the number of curve points in image space which transform tothat position.The main advantages of the HT are that it is particularly resilient to bothocclusion and noise. This is due to the fact that each point on the curve isconsidered independently and therefore still maps to the same point in Houghspace, regardless of the presence or absence of auxiliary points.In general, existing HTs may be divided into two categories: (i) The Standardor Classical Hough Transform (SHT) and, (ii) the Generalised Hough Transform.The main di�erence between (i) and (ii) is the mechanism used in representingthe desired curves. The SHT requires a parametric formulation whereas, theGHT uses a look-up table to de�ne the shape. Hence, the SHT is constrained tocurves which may be de�ned analytically, whilst the GHT may be used for thesegmentation of arbitrary curves.3 The Generalised Hough TransformIn the absence of a closed form analytical equation for the considered curve, theGHT de�nes a new function relating curve point orientations to vector directionsand magnitudes. More speci�cally, the GHT uses an internal representation,R(
), to de�ne the relationship between the orientation of the tangent line,
at each curve point to the magnitude, r, and direction, �, of the vector joiningthat curve point to a prede�ned reference point (see Fig. 1). Therefore R can beviewed as a one-to-many mapping from orientation-space to (r; �)-space.The GHT, on the other hand, may be viewed as a mapping from image space,I(x; y), to a Hough space, H(xref; yref), de�ned over the possible coordinates ofthe reference point, H(xref ; yref) = X(x;y)2C �(x; y; xref; yref) (3)where, �(x; y; xref; yref) =8<:1 if H(I(x; y)) =(xref; yref)0 otherwise: (4)Here, the summation is performed for each point contained in the set C, de�nedas the set of curve points contained in I(x; y).To compute H(I(x; y)), the orientation, 
, of the tangent line at I(x; y)is calculated. Using this value, the possible (r; �) pairs for the respective edge
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Fig. 1. Computing the required anglespoints may be extracted using R(
). Since these pairs give the relationshipbetween the template curve point and the position of the reference point, wemay now compute the possible positions of the object reference point in theimage. Equations (5) and (6) de�ne this computation, giving us the referencepoint coordinates (xref; yref), through the mapping,H(I(x; y)) = (xref; yref) (5)= (x+ r cos(�); y + r sin(�)) : (6)Note that it is possible for more than one curve point in the template image tobe at any given orientation, hence this computation may need to be computedmore than once for a particular 
 [7].3.1 Algorithmic and Representational IssuesTypically, a look-up table known as an r-table, is used to represent R (see Fig.2). Hence, the �rst stage of processing involves computation of the r-table. Thisis achieved by �rst choosing a reference point (xref; yref) within the template,normally taken to be the centroid of the curve. Next each curve point ci isvisited, at which the orientation of tangent line 
i, the angle �i, and magnituderi, of the vector joining the reference point to the edge point are calculated.These values are then stored as a pair, (ri; �i), in the r-table at the positionindexed by the edge point's orientation, 
i.
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Fig. 2. The GHT r-TableEquations (7), (8) and (9) de�ne the calculations for the required valuesdetailed above, ci = (xi; yi) (7)ri =p(xref � xi)2 + (yref � yi)2 (8)�i = tan�1� yref � yixref � xi� : (9)During the second, or transform, stage a 2-dimensional array known as anaccumulator array is used to store each (xref; yref) as they are computed. Theaccumulator array then represents the Hough space for the given transform. Thesampling density of the accumulator array is normally chosen to be equivalentthat of the unknown image. This allows for the maximum degree of accuracyrequired in specifying the reference point in the image. Once the second stage iscompleted, i.e. after each point in the image has been considered, the �nal stageis to search the accumulator for the point at which the peak of maximum heighthas occurred. This point is taken to be the position of the object reference pointin the unknown image.3.2 Incorporating Orientation and Scale InvarianceFrom the description of the GHT presented here, it can be seen that the tech-nique does not cater for rotation or scaling of the object. That is, when theobject is rotated by some o�set, �, the computed orientation, 
0, of each pointdi�ers from the template orientation, 
, as in (12). This results in the mappingto (r; �)-space being computed for R(
0), as opposed to R(
).Scaling of the object by a factor of s results in the correct mapping, R(
), butinvalid magnitudes, r, of the extracted (r; �)-vectors, i.e. the distance between



the curve points and reference point in the image space has increased, but thecorresponding r's de�ned by R(
) have not been scaled accordingly.To overcome these problems, instead of computing the GHT for the curve ata speci�c scale and orientation, the GHT is computed for each of the possiblevalues of s and �, over a selected range of orientations and scales [1]. We refer tothis strategy as the orientation and scale-invariant generalised Hough transform(OSIGHT). The Hough space for the OSIGHT is de�ned asH(xref; yref; s; �) = X(x;y)2C �(x; y; xref; yref; s; �) (10)where, �(x; y; xref; yref) =8<:1 if H(I(x; y)) =(xref; yref; s; �)0 otherwise: (11)As can be seen from (10) and (11), speci�cation of a curve now requires a 4-dimensional vector, (xref; yref; s; �), where s and � denote scale and orientation,respectively, and the template curve is assumed to have s = 1 and � = 0. Hence,we must extend the Hough space from two-dimensions to four-dimensions (i.e.the Hough space is now de�ned over xref; yref; s and �).In the transform stage, as each point in the unknown image is visited, itsorientation, 
, is calculated. We then calculate (xref; yref; s; �) for each possibles and � in a brute force manner, as outlined below.For each possible orientation o�set, �, the corresponding curve point orien-tation, 
0, is calculated as, 
0 = 
 � � : (12)This value is then mapped to a set of points in (r; �) space using R(
0). Equa-tions (13) and (14) may be used in conjunction with each element in this (r; �)set, to map the image point to the corresponding Hough point,H(I(x; y)) = (xref; yref; s; �) (13)= (x + (s:r) cos(� + �); y + (s:r) sin(� + �); s; �) : (14)Again, as each (r; �)-pair is considered, a set of reference points is calculated,where each element of this set corresponds to a speci�c scale s.3.3 Limitations of the GHTA signi�cant problem encountered with the GHT, with regard to 3-dimensionalvision, is variation due to object pose. Since the template is a 1-dimensionalcurve de�ned over 2-dimensions, the technique is restricted to an single edge-detected two-dimensional projection of the desired object. Subsequently, rotationof the object out of the image plane results in a new 2-dimensional projection
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Fig. 3. Spherical Polar Coordinate Systemand consequently an unknown edge image which will not be localised using theGHT. Note, symmetry is not considered here.It should also be noted that this is a problem of representation, that is tosay that the computational model (Sect. 2) of the Hough Transform is capableof catering for 3-dimensions if it is provided with the necessary 2-dimensionalsurface representation and H equations.In the following section we present a new technique known as the SurfaceNormal Hough Transform (SNHT) for generating this required representation inconjunction with the necessaryH equations for performing the Hough transformstage.4 The Surface Normal Hough TransformThe Surface Normal Hough Transform (SNHT) is a new technique for computingthe 3-dimensional position of a surface having a speci�ed pose and, by extension,a technique for computing the 3-dimensional position and pose of a surface withrespect to the pose of a prototypical exemplar of that surface. This technique,therefore, overcomes the problem discussed in Sect. 3.3 and may also be used asa solution to the familiar registration problem.As with the GHT, in the absence of a closed form analytical equation forthe considered surface the SNHT de�nes a new function relating surface pointorientations, to vector directions and magnitudes. To specify the orientation ofa given surface point, the orientation of the unit normal n̂ at that point is used.
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Fig. 4. 3-dimensional vector representations.This may be de�ned as, n̂ = (�; �) (15)where, � and � denote polar and azimuth angle, respectively (see Fig. 3).In a manner analogous to the GHT, the SNHT also uses an R-mapping torepresent the considered surface, although in this instance it is a function of thetwo variables � and � described above. Also, because the surface is de�ned over3-dimensions, the reference point must in turn be 3-dimensional i.e. the referencepoint is now chosen to be some prede�ned point (xref; yref; zref). Hence, the vectorjoining the surface point to the reference point is represented in spherical polarcoordinates as an (r; �; )-triple (see Fig. 4). R is therefore de�ned as a mappingfrom (�; �)-space to (r; �; )-space.In order to allow for this new surface representation the Hough transformequations of the second stage must also be altered accordingly. Extending thecomputational model described in Sect. 2, the SNHTmay now be mathematicallyde�ned as H(xref; yref; zref) = X(x;y;z)2S �(x; y; z; xref; yref; zref) (16)where, �(x; y; z; xref; yref; zref) =8<:1 if H(I(x; y; z)) =(xref; yref; zref)0 otherwise: (17)Here, S is de�ned as the set of surface points in the input image space, I(x; y; z).



To compute H, the orientation, (�; �), of the surface normal at each pointin the image I(x; y; z) is �rst calculated. These orientations then allow the cor-responding surface point's (r; �; )-triples to be computed from R(�; �). Sincean (r; �; )-triple represents a 3-dimensional vector from a surface point to apossible reference point, this reference point may now be recovered using the Hequation,H(I(x; y; z)) = (xref; yref; zref) (18)= (x+ r sin(�) cos(); y + r sin(�) sin(); z + r cos()) : (19)4.1 Algorithmic and Representational IssuesWe represent the R-mapping through the use of an r-table, similar to that de-scribed in Sect. 3.1,although since the R-mapping is now de�ned as a functionof two variables, a 2-dimensional array is used to represent it (see Fig.5). Also,since the vectors joining the surface points to the reference point are of the form(r; �; ), the r-table now stores triples instead of 2-tuples.Computation of the r-table is achieved by �rst choosing a reference point(xref; yref; zref) for the surface, again typically taken to be the center-of-mass.Next, each surface point, si, is visited at which the orientation of the unit normal,n̂i, is calculated. Using this orientation to index into the r-table, the vector(ri; �i; i), joining si to the reference point is added to that position.To calculate the required surface normal we proceed as follows. Let s(x; y)denote the considered surface and, let p and q denote the partial derivatives ofthis surface in the x and y directions, respectively, i.e. p = @@xs(xi; yi) and p =@@y s(xi; yi). Then in Cartesian coordinates the normal vector may be calculatedas [3], n̂i = niknik (20)= (�pi;�qi; 1)Tp1 + pi2 + qi2 (21)where, knik denotes the magnitude of the vector ni. In keeping with convention,and to allow easier manipulation in what follows, we will specify n̂i in terms of aspherical polar coordinate system, with origin at the feature point, azimuth angle� parallel to the XY -plane, and polar angle � taken to be the angle between thevector and the Z-axis (see Fig. (4)).



These angles may be speci�ed, in terms of the Cartesian formulation, asfollows, �i = tan�1� n̂i:êxn̂i:êy� (22)= tan�1��pi�qi� (23)�i = cos�1 (n̂i:êz) (24)= cos�1 1p1 + pi2 + qi2! (25)where, n̂i:êj denotes the inner product of the vectors n̂i and êj , and êx,êy andêz denote unit vectors along the X , Y , and Z axes, respectively.Equations (26), (27), (28) and, (29) may be used to calculate (r; �; ), thevector joining the surface point, si, to the reference point, (xref; yref; zref),si = (xi; yi; zi) (26)ri =p(xref � xi)2 + (yref � yi)2 + (zref � zi)2 (27)i = cos�1�zrefri � (28)�i = cos�1� (xi)ri sin(i)� : (29)As with the GHT, the transform stage is simply a reversal of the aboveprocess. That is, given a surface s(x; y), for each point, s(xi; yi), contained inthis surface the orientation of the unit normal, n̂i = (�i; �i), is calculated. Usingthis value to index into the r-table, the (r; �; )-triples corresponding to thisorientation are extracted. Recovery of the reference point for each triple is carriedout as detailed in (18) and (19). Representation of the Hough space may again beachieved through the use of an accumulator array, which, due to the dimensionsof the reference point, must in this instance be 3-dimensional.4.2 Introducing InvarianceExtension of the SNHT to allow invariance to both scaling and orientation, in 3-dimensions, is also possible. Again this pertains to extending the dimensionalityof the accumulator array and altering the transform equations su�ciently foreach of the invariants required. We refer to this strategy as the orientation andscale invariant SNHT (OSISNHT) and mathematically describe it asH(xref; yref; zref; s; ��; ��; � ) = X(x;y;z)2S �(x; y; z; xref; yref; zref; s; ��; ��; ��)(30)
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Fig. 5. SNHT r-Table.where,�(x; y; z; xref; yref; zref; s; ��; ��; � ) = 8<:1 if H(I(x; y; z)) =(xref; yref; zref; s; �; �;  )0 otherwise: (31)It can be seen from (31) that three independent rotations are possible. Here,we use the familiar roll-pitch-yaw conventions [6] (see Fig. 6), where roll corre-sponds to a rotation about the Z-axis, pitch corresponds to a rotation about theY -axis, and yaw corresponds to a rotation about the X-axis.In order to compute the OSISNHT, the relationships between the anglesdescribed in (22), (24), (28) and (29), and these three rotations described above,are required. Using these relationships, the change in the unit normals for a givensurface, resultant from any of the rotations described above, may be calculated.For example, if we have a unit normal n̂, and we rotate it about the X-axis byan arbitrary angle, the resultant vector n̂0 may be computed.To describe the relationships outlined above, the angles �, �, and  , arede�ned as those angles resulting from the projection of n̂ onto the Y Z-,XZ-,and XY -planes, respectively (see Fig. 6). Using these angles we may now de�neroll, pitch, and yaw as the changes ��, ��, and � , in the angles �, �, and  ,respectively.
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Fig. 6. Roll, Pitch, and Yaw anglesFor a given unit normal, n̂ = (�; �), calculation of the three angles in Fig. 6may be carried out as, � = tan�1� 1tan(�) cos(�)� (32)� = tan�1� 1tan(�) sin(�)� (33) = � : (34)Therefore, the unit vector n̂0 = (�0; �0), resulting from a rotation of ��, aboutthe X-axis, may be calculated using,�0 = cos�1 (cos(�) sin(� + ��)) (35)�0 = tan�1� tan(�)cos(� + ��)� : (36)The unit vector, n̂0 = (�0; �0), resulting from a rotation of ��, about the Y -axis,may be calculated using,�0 = cos�1 (sin(�) sin(� + ��)) (37)�0 = tan�1 (tan(�) cos(� + ��)) : (38)The unit vector, n̂0 = (�0; �0), resulting from a rotation of ��, about the Z-axis,may be calculated using, �0 = � (39)�0 = �+ � : (40)



Therefore, computation of the OSISNHT corresponds to calculating the H-mapping over a range of s,��, ��, and � in a brute force manner similar to thatof the OSIGHT described in Sect. 3.2. Again we extend the dimensions of theHough space accordingly to cater for the the chosen invariance.Therefore, given a surface point, s(xi; yi; zi), we compute the unit normal, n̂i,at that point. Using the equations de�ned above, we then calculate the rotatedunit normal n̂0j for each possible ��j , ��j , � j combination. Next, for each n̂0j ,the corresponding (rj ; �j ; j) triples are extracted using R(�j 0; �j 0).H(I(x; y; z)) = (xref; yref; zref)= (x+ (sk:r) sin(�) cos();y + (sk:r) sin(�) sin();z + (sk:r) cos()) : (41)For each triple we also rotate it by ��j , ��j , and � j . Then, using the resul-tant values and the H equation de�ned in (41) we calculate the correspondingreference point, (xref; yref; zref; s; ��; ��; � ) for each sk over a speci�ed range.5 ConclusionAlthough modi�cations to the Generalised Hough Transform cater for scalingand rotation of the object in the plane, the GHT fails to detect the object underrotations out of the plane. This is due to the lack of 3-dimensional informationcontained in the 2-dimensional template used in generating the R-mapping. Inthis paper our computational model for the Hough transform shows that thisis a problem of representation, and that the Hough transform is capable ofcatering for three-dimensions if it is provided with the necessary 2-dimensionalsurface representation and H equations. Accordingly, we have proposed a newHough transform, the Surface Normal Hough Transform, which overcomes theout-of-plane rotation problem by extending the dimensionality of both the inputspace and transform equations to directly incorporate surface information. Ourcurrent work involves enabling the SNHT to detect patterns in 2-dimensionalinput images, by extracting 3-dimensional surface normals through the use ofoccluding contours.References1. D.H. Ballard. Generalizing the Hough transform to detect arbitrary shapes. PatternRecognition, 13:111{122, 1981.2. R.O. Duda and P.E. Hart. Use of the Hough transform to detect lines and curvesin pictures. Communications of ACM, 15:11{15, Jan 1972.3. Berthold Klaus Paul Horn. Robot Vision. The MIT Press, 1987.4. P.V.C. Hough. Method and means of recognizing complex patterns. U.S. Patent3069654, 1962.
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